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￭ JProxy is an evaluation version of
J2EE client provider. Evaluated on
physical hosts and virtual machines that
support Java 1.4.1. ￭ JProxy is a server-
based solution, and J2EE client speaks
J2EE protocol over HTTP / HTTPS
with it. JProxy also allows client-side
application to access EJB, RMI, JMS or
CORBA services via HTTP/HTTPS
protocol ￭ JProxy is a thin client
provider that delivers J2EE technology
stack onto the client side with 30 KB
client runtime, thus allowing your J2EE
systems to operate on any application
server, firewalls and restrictive network
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configurations ￭ There is no source
code change required. You don't need
to change your codebase to access J2EE
technologies from any Java-enabled
device. ￭ JProxy is a standard J2EE
distributed client with no change to
your codebase. ￭ JProxy communicates
J2EE technology stack over
HTTP/HTTPS protocol, and delivers
J2EE services to your applications via
HTTP/HTTPS. ￭ JProxy packages and
delivers messages over HTTP/HTTPS
protocol to Java clients that can
communicate over different protocols,
via other technologies, such as VPN,
RMI, JMS and CORBA. ￭ By
overriding Application Layer of OSI
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Stack, JProxy seamlessly integrates
with any Java software stack. ￭ JProxy
is a solution to utilize J2EE technology
stack from any Java-enabled platform,
including any version of the Java
Virtual Machine, Bluetooth, Palm Pilot,
Windows Mobile and other new Java-
based devices. ￭ JProxy is an ISO/IEC
standard application programming
interface (API), which can be used to
create any J2EE-compatible client
applications that work over any J2EE-
based JMS provider, on any Java
enabled platform. ￭ JProxy eliminates
the need to implement a J2EE client
stack and eliminate the need to have
J2EE environment configured on the
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client device. ￭ JProxy includes a
complete distributed EJB, JMS and
CORBA client stack with three layers -
Transport, Application and Persistence.
￭ JProxy can be either deployed as a
local JProxy client for local
communication or into a remote JProxy
server for distributed communication. ￭
JProxy can be deployed as either a
servlet or as a J2EE client application.
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JProxy is a thin J2EE client provider
that delivers J2EE technology stack
onto the client side with 90 KB client
runtime. JProxy is a servlet based
solution and seamlessly integrates with
most of Application Servers. JProxy
tunnels J2EE technology stack over
HTTP(S) protocol, thus letting your
J2EE systems operate over any
firewalls, proxies and restrictive
network configurations on the Internet
instanteniously. There is no source code
change required. Access J2EE
technologies from any Java enabled
device with no J2EE implementation
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required on the device itself. Here are
some key features of "JProxy": ￭
HTTP / HTTPS Tunnel for JAX-RPC,
CORBA, EJB, JMS or RMI ￭
Asynchronous message delivery for
JMS over HTTP / HTTPS without
polling ￭ The generic provider-
independent communication solution
for different EJB, JMS, RMI or
CORBA servers ￭ By overriding
Application Layer of Open Systems
Interconnect (OSI) Stack JProxy
seamlessly integrates into any Java
enterprise software with NO change to
your code. ￭ Small client-side footprint
- 90K, which enables you to utilize
power of J2EE APIs from Applets
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running on a variety of devices -
Workstations, Cellular Phones, PDA
and other hardware that supports Java ￭
The only solution that allows you to
employ services of EJB, RMI, JMS and
CORBA remote objects via
HTTP/HTTPS standard protocol in
clients with no support for
aforementioned technologies because
they're running an older version of Java
or Java Micro Edition. Such clients can
be wireless devices, cell phones, PDAs
and other hardware. ￭ A solution to
solve scalability or failover for EJB,
RMI or CORBA ￭ The EJB, RMI, JMS
or CORBA support for your custom
communication protocols ￭ The
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solution to increase communication
performance by utilizing data
compression and packaging of multiple
independent requests ￭ The only
solution that allows you to employ
services of EJB, RMI, JMS or CORBA
over HTTPS protocol on client side ￭
The only solution that allows you to
access web services and web
applications over HTTPS protocol over
Java applications ￭ The only solution
that enables you to utilize Java SE 4.0
technology from J2EE clients which is
available on devices without Java 1.4.1
￭ The only solution

What's New in the JProxy?
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JProxy supports the following
technologies: (1) JAX-RPC over
HTTP(S) (2) JAX-RPC over HTTPS
(3) CORBA over HTTP(S) (4) RMI
over HTTP(S) (5) JMS over HTTP(S)
(6) APPLET over HTTP(S) (7) EJB
over HTTP(S) (8) JMS over HTTPS (9)
CORBA over HTTPS (10) JMS over
HTTPS (11) RMI over HTTPS System
Requirements: * 4 GB * 800 MHz
Processor or higher * System memory:
512 MB or higher * 30 MB disk space
* Windows 98, 2000, XP
Documentation: For more information
on JProxy technology and evaluation
version please visit our documentation
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page: FAQ: Frequently asked questions
for "JProxy": Q: What is JProxy? A:
JProxy is a thin J2EE client provider
that seamlessly integrates with most of
Application Servers. JProxy tunnels
J2EE technology stack over HTTP(S)
protocol, thus letting your J2EE systems
operate over any firewalls, proxies and
restrictive network configurations on
the Internet instanteniously. Q: Who is
JProxy for? A: JProxy is a solution to
employ services of EJB, RMI, JMS or
CORBA remote objects via HTTP(S)
standard protocol in clients with no
support for aforementioned
technologies because they're running an
older version of Java or Java Micro
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Edition. Such clients can be wireless
devices, cellular phones, PDAs and
other hardware. Q: Is the JProxy web-
based solution? A: No. JProxy is a
servlet based solution and seamlessly
integrates with most of Application
Servers. JProxy tunnels J2EE
technology stack over HTTP(S)
protocol, thus letting your J2EE systems
operate over any firewalls, proxies and
restrictive network configurations on
the Internet instanteniously. Q: If I use
JProxy does my server have to support
HTTP(S)? A: No. JProxy simply
tunnels J2EE technology stack over
HTTP(S) protocol, thus letting your
J2EE systems operate over any
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firewalls, proxies and restrictive
network configurations on the Internet
instanteniously. Q: What does that
mean to me? A: You can access
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X 10.6.8 or higher iPhone OS
4.0 or higher Mac OS X Lion requires
the OS upgrade to Mountain Lion.
Windows XP or Windows Vista 2.5
GHz processor 1GB RAM CD-ROM or
DVD-ROM drive Mac OS X 10.6.8 or
higheriPhone OS 4.0 or higherWindows
XP or Windows Vista2.5 GHz
processor1GB RAMCD-ROM or DVD-
ROM drive How to Play How to
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